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Peter Fenton is an adventurous
multi-genre author and
screenwriter stimulating critical
thought and laughter through
clever, self-aware stories.

Peter Fenton's work has appeared in or is

forthcoming from Dadley Productions,

City Limits Publishing, Heuer Publishing,

Q Christian Fellowship, and BelovedArise,

among others. A 2017 alumnus of

Wheaton College in Illinois and a member

of Beacon Presbyterian Church in

Philadelphia, Peter finds his niche writing

stories with a sense of humor about and

inspired by his evolving faith journey.
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Each one of us lives by some sort of code. Whether that code

is religious, humanitarian, or scientific in nature, so many of

us live believing our answer to the question, “what really

matters?” is both correct and universal. But at what point does

clinging to your self-imposed beliefs begin to create Hell on

Earth for you and those your life touches—and at what point

will others abandon all hope in you?

Abandon All Hope is a dark spiritual comedy exploring these

questions about human nature. As one of City Limits

Publishing's best-selling and critically acclaimed titles since its

release, the book has proven potential to connect in a

meaningful way with Christian and atheist audiences alike,

encouraging each reader to consider what kind of world they

are building with the life they live. 



Three college freshmen—a scrappy

feminist, a naive evangelical, and a

cocky logistician—arrive in Hell, which

appears as an infernal dorm room,

tasked with a diabolical game by a fun-

loving demon: the winner will gain

instant admission to Heaven at the cost

of torturing the others. 

Each character represents a different

philosophy of humanity and existence.

Each character's views are deconstructed

and complicated on a primal level by the

end of the book.

MELISSA JONES  (Humanism)

SEAN LIU-OGDEN (Rationalism)

EVAN DAIGLE (Fundamentalism)



No Exit by Jean-Paul Sartre. Both titles are similar in their premise:

they are both philosophical dark comedy play scripts about three

people arriving in Hell, which is a mundane room, and ostensibly

are there to torture each other. While No Exit uses its setting and

adult characters to examine human nature through Sartre's 1940s-

era existentialism, Abandon All Hope leverages a present-day

collegiate setting and characters to explore human nature and

ethics in the here and now through different moral codes—

religious, humanitarian, and scientific.

The Screwtape Letters by C.S. Lewis. Both titles personify a

demon at the center of the text, both driving the torment and

serving biting commentary on the human experience as the book

progresses, teaching several spiritual lessons through irony. While

The Screwtape Letters is an epistolary work that has the demon

comment from a distance, Abandon All Hope places the demon at

the heart of the story, interacting face-to-face with her "patients" in

a manner that would make Uncle Screwtape proud.

Faith Unraveled by Rachel Held Evans. These titles are the least

similar in final product, but the most similar in their underlying

philosophy. Evans' learning to let go of a fundamentalist evangelical

Christianity mirrors the faith journey of Peter Fenton, elements of

which are reflected in all three of the principal character's arcs.

Additionally, Faith Unraveled and Abandon All Hope share a

similar witty sense of humor, both delighting and challenging their

audiences to grow in faith without demanding black-and-white

answers to everything.



"Funny as hell, and heavenly sweet...

A delightful read!"
—Marjorie Bicknell, Dramatists Guild of America

"It put me right back in my dorm room.

What an adventure!"
—Hank Chen, Actor

"Leads you on a journey of

empathy, reflection, and

love."
—Jen Lowry, Author/Podcast Host

"Thought-provoking, funny,

and ultimately hopeful."
—Lillah Lawson, Author

"I got pulled into the captivating

story... the characters are all well

developed... You see their strengths,

passions, and vulnerabilities as

fellow humans on life's journey."
—D. Gaines Taylor, Amazon Customer

"Peter Fenton is a unique author

that blends hilarious writing

with profound thoughts. This is

a great read."
—LoveAboveAll, Amazon Customer














